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Active and passive voice worksheets grade 6. Active and passive voice activities pdf. Active and passive voice worksheets grade 11. Active and passive voice exercises grade 5. Active and passive voice worksheets grade 12.
Students stand in two lines, teacher displays one of the pictures with some cues on top. Be careful with intransitive verbs (verbs that do not have an object — they cannot be used in the passive voice.)I hope these passive voice exercises have been useful. 1 12,446 IntAdv Aiya Worksheet to teach passive voice on the topic of clothes. 1 3,982 All MARIA
EMILIA VARGAS VASQU A worksheet to explain what Passive voice is and the how we transform tenses as to form the structure Examples with active sentences and their transformation into passive. 1 20,415 Pre-Int Anastasiia •Passive Voice, Past Perfect, Past Simple, TV and Video The worksheet focuses on the Passive and Active voice used to
create past narrative. Watch the TV show clip and then read the description sentence, which is written in the active voice. It can be used ... The activity is organized around the video. There are two exercises to practise the Present Simple & the Past Sim ... •Passive Voice, Present Perfect, Verb
Learning can be fun with mnemonics. (Again, no
object, so you cannot form a passive sentence)Intransitive verbs, verbs that never have an object, like be, die, happen, exist, appear can never be made into the passive voice. It's a listening activity that helps practice the Past ... It's a sentence race game. The docment presents a t ... 1 21,872 IntAdv Marcela Burger This worksheet uses inventions and
discoveries in history to help studnets learn how to form the past passive tense. Find a mistake? 11 37,934 IntAdv Writing Argumentative Essays Articles Letters and Emails More Links English News Articles Privacy Policy English Level: Intermediate, AdvancedLanguage Focus: A review of the passive voice in contrast to the active voiceGrammar
Worksheet: active-passive-voice-worksheet.docx (scroll down to study the exercises online)Jump to: Intermediate Exercises, Advanced ExercisesNote: For a detailed explanation of why we use the passive voice, please read this lesson.Only sentences that have the object of a verb can be changed to the passive voice.Active voice: I
invited
John.[subject] + [verb] + [object]Passive voice: John was invited by me.In a passive sentence, the object of the verb (in the active sentence) becomes the subject. Th ... The worksheet features ridiculous ... Section A is converting sentences from passive to ... If the subject is the object of the verb, then it's a passive sentence.Let's try some
exercises.Intermediate Exercise #1 — Distinguishing between Active or Passive VoiceI have never been to Wichita. Active VoicePassive VoiceI have never been arrested. Active VoicePassive VoiceThe tower was built in 1802 by a French Artist. Active VoicePassive VoiceNothing happened. Active VoicePassive VoiceNo one was injured by the
fire. Active VoicePassive VoiceThe award was given to the top student. Active VoicePassive VoiceWe decided not to hire anyone. Active VoicePassive VoiceThe pizza was delicious. Active VoicePassive VoiceThe pizza was ordered. Active VoicePassive VoiceThe pizza made me sick. Active VoicePassive VoiceI was made sick by the pizza. Active
VoicePassive VoiceIntermediate Exercise #2 — Change Active sentences to Passive (Present Simple and Past Simple)Intermediate Exercise #3 — Add the Appropriate Verb in the Past SimpleLook at the subject and verb to determine if it is an active or passive sentence. The worksheet is recommended for pair work where students A & B must coo ...
Stick the worksheet to the board or wall. Then add the appropriate verb. The rules are defined in a simple manner for the stud ... If you found this page helpful, consider a donation to our hosting bill to show your support! One activi ... Can be used as a test too. 1 12,455 ElemPre-Int Anastasiia The worksheet focuses on the vocabulary describing the
features of London from the early days to modern times. This is the structure for the passive voice:John was
invited (by me).[subject] + [BE + Past Participle] (by actor)The (by actor) part of the sentence is optional.Reminder #1An active sentence that does not have an object cannot be made into the passive voice.Active voice: She cried. 4
18,037 ElemPre-Int BusyTeacher Contributor This is a worksheet for practicing questions in passive voice with the help of the description of two famous paintings. (Not passive — no BE + Past Participle)Guideline 2: Look at the subject of the sentence and then the verb. One is a runner, the other is a writer. ... 1 18,351 IntAdv Anastasiia •Passive
Voice, Present Simple, Movie + Video + Cartoons The tasks are based on the video and focus on developing listening comprehension. 1 18,431 IntAdv KasiaP A short exercise on how to use "have x done" in different tenses and forms. Next, they should r ... 3 17,696 Pre-IntInt Ekaterina Pupils work in pairs. First, students are asked to elicit the formula
of Passive Voice by answering questions about Passive Voice sentences. It gives some extra practice in using the structures that are difficult even for higher level students. 3 pages of exercises and a writing assignment at the end. The explanation part helps the students in learning the basics of Active and Passive voice. 1 19,634 Pre-IntIntAdv
•Passive Voice, Past Simple, Present Simple There is a short info section on the rules for Passive Voice, form and use for two tenses: Present Simple and Past Simple. 1 16,750 IntAdv Or-Tal Kiriati Passive voice exercises in stages, including parts of speech. Use the Past Simple tense for this exercise.Let's try some more advanced structures.Advanced
Exercise #1 — Distinguishing between Active or Passive VoiceMark if the sentence is in the active or passive voice. It contains nine very simple sentences in the present simple tense including their passive voices. (Remember to look for the BE + Past Participle structure.)The company was shut down by the police. Active VoicePassive VoiceWe had
been given the wrong tickets. Active VoicePassive VoiceShe wishes she had been there. Active VoicePassive VoiceHe might not have been paying attention. Active VoicePassive VoiceHe should not have been asked to pay. Active VoicePassive VoiceChemicals can be toxic. Active VoicePassive VoiceNew regulations will be introduced next spring. Active
VoicePassive VoiceAdvanced Exercise #2 — Change Active sentences to Passive (Present Simple and Past Simple)Advanced Exercise #3 — All Verb TensesLook at the subject and verb to determine if it is an active or passive sentence. 1 6,741 All •Passive Voice, Past Simple, Verb This resource covers Past Simple, Passive Voice, Regular/Irregular
Verbs, Gender equality, and Questions in the Past Simple tenses. In this resource irregular verbs are sorted into rhyming groups that make it easier to memorize them in a short period of time. Then ask yourself if the subject is the actor of the verb (did John eat?) or was the subject the object of the verb (Did someone eat John?). Have a question?
(Hint: They are called transitive because you can transfer an object to them.)A ghost appeared. 1 18,604 Adv Toby Crowley A fun worksheet (you should read the whole thing before giving it to your students) to help you review the passive while using it to describe business processes. The tasks are based on the video that lists the historical events and
major changes in Central Europe in 20th ... Combine it with other worksheets on the passive tense to create a complete curr ... Students ... 1 1,112 Pre-IntInt Todd Davis •Passive Voice, Past Simple, Teenagers, Intonation, Rhythm and Stress FDR's request to Congress to declare war on Japan in retaliation for the attack on America is historic and
iconic, as much for the structure of the speech as for the gravity of the attack itself. The goal is to get the students to differentiate and understand why passive is used instead of active.The video and images are there ... 1 14,817 ElemPre-IntInt English Through Videos •Passive Voice, Movie + Video + Cartoons Help your learners practise their English
with this fun video activity. Actually some groups ... 1 29,050 Pre-IntInt English Through Videos •Passive Voice, Past Simple, Movie + Video + Cartoons Help your learners practice their English with this fun video activity. Leave a comment below.-- Created by Matthew Barton of Englishcurrent.com (copyright)Related Pages English Current
recommends Grammarly as a learning tool to reduce English mistakes. Tasks focus on developing listening compr ... 1 20,776 Int This PowerPoint can work as an exercise to internalize passive voice. (The verb has no object, so you cannot make a passive sentence)Active voice: An accident happened. Irregular verbs, as referenced on this list (colored
edited version) of Mnemonic Rhyming Groups can be used to form rhyming songs and to help ... 1 5,014 ElemPre-Int •Passive Voice, Past Simple, Present Simple This short worksheet includes information on the rules for using the Passive Voice. Only transitive verbs (enjoy, kill, catch, show) can be used in the passive voice. (The intransitive verb
'appear' has no object.)Guideline 1: If the sentence does not contain BE + Past Participle, then it cannot be a passive sentence.John was eating a snack. 1 14,265 Pre-IntInt This short worksheet includes information on the rules for using the Passive Voice. 1 7,783 Pre-IntInt •Passive Voice, Past Simple, Present Perfect, Verb Learning can be fun with
mnemonics. There are two exercises to practise the Present Simple & the Past Simple Passive forms. 1 31,705 Pre-IntInt This PowerPoint is a short introduction for the Passive Voice. 1 6,399 Pre-IntIntAdv Kirk Miller This easy exercise helps to learn the passive voice in the present simple tense. It inc ... If the subject is the actor, then it's an active
sentence. The worksheet includes listening for the gist, listening for specific information, and gap-filling activities. Change the sentence int ... 1 24,312 Pre-IntIntAdv SHALOO court This worksheet is about Active and Passive Voice. The runner goes to the board, reads one sentence (which is in the active form), transforms i ... Watch the cartoon clip
and then read the description sentence, which is written in the active voice.
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